Just another banana split?

I almost felt like reaching over the counter, snatching the waxed pint cup from her hands and thundering, "Here, this is how you’re supposed to make a banana split."

Biting my lip, I kept my mouth shut on the other side of the glass counter.

The keen anticipation I’d felt when I’d finished my side salad (“Fat-free dressing please.”) in a nearby burger joint faded by degrees.

Probably, few people have watched a banana split being built with more interest than I did that particular sunny afternoon. In my short drive to the dairy, on almost weekly ritual in the summer, I worked up an unholy zeal for that godly concoction of sliced firm bananas, ice cream, strawberries and syrups. I hadn’t treated myself to one for two full months.

So you can imagine the silly grin that lifted my ears when I marched into the dairy and saw the counter in front of me empty. The first nice weekends of the spring find the whole town lined up almost out the door here. You can wait 40 minutes to get a banana split. It’s worth it, too.

Something didn’t seem quite right this time, though.

I don’t know exactly what it was. Maybe it was the attitude of the young woman who took my order. Yea, that’s it. To her, it seemed to be only another banana split.

Had she looked up from her job, she would have recognized the anxious look in my face. I tried to make it read: don’t you understand, if I’d wanted just a banana split, I would have stopped at just another dairy. I want a banana split like I always get here, a “you’re-not-going-to-eat-all-that-are-you?” banana split.

As I watched, my apprehension grew.

The dairy worker was polite and nice and all that, but she didn’t construct this banana split with the same reckless enthusiasm that has always made this particular dairy special.

The policy here has always been to keep piling on the ice cream, syrup and nuts until it starts tumbling off.

This time, though, she measured each scoop of ice cream, each dollop of strawberries. She even leveled off the spoonful of syrup so it wouldn’t spill to the floor.

Then, when she didn’t crisply rap, rap, rap the bottom of the huge paper cup against the counter top so that everything would settle and she could pack even more bananas, ice cream and syrup into my banana split, that’s when I wanted to reach over the counter and grab the cup out of her hands.

"Hey, this is how you do it!" I wanted to yell as I saw myself plunging the stainless steel ice cream scoop into the freezer. Again and again.

But, of course, I didn’t.

Instead, I paid her the $2.70, squeaked a feeble thanks and retreated toward a tiny booth along the wall.

No need to stick out my tongue anteater-style this time to lap up nuts and syrup so it wouldn’t spill to the floor.

She had filled the banana split to the line on the paper cup indicating I’d received a full portion, never mind that the line is just two-thirds the way up the cup.

I don’t know if this is a new company policy. I hope not. If it is, there’s no reason for me to stop here anymore.

I can get just a banana split just about anywhere.